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Chapter �

Introduction

A vertical drift chamber 
VDC� is a particle detector which measures the position

where a charged particle crossed a given plane� It consists of many wires de�ning this

plane� Each wire ampli�es the signal of the track by an avalanche near the wire� In

some drift chambers the avalanche operates in a proportional regime� The drifting of

the primary ionization electrons to the avalanche or sense wire is used to interpolate

the position of the track between the wires� The Nuclear Interactions Group at MIT

has built �ve such chambers for use in the Continuous Beam Accelerator Facility


CEBAF�� which is being constructed in Newport News� Virginia�

The avalanche process in a VDC is a critical element in its suitability for use as a

particle detector� This process can be understood by considering the simple example

of a classic cylindrical�geometry proportional counter� A proportional counter includes

an anode wire and a surrounding cathode cylinder� and a gas between the two� When

a particle is to be detected� it traverses the gas volume� ionizing it� The resulting

electrons then drift to the anode wire� From Gauss�s law� the �eld around the cylinder

is

E �
Q

r���
� 
����

where Q is the charge per unit length on the anode� r is the distance from the center of

the anode� and an in�nite length for the cylinder is assumed� From the above equation

it is apparent that the �eld is very high at very small distances from the anode� This
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high �eld causes the drifting electrons to acquire enough energy between collisions to

ionize further atoms� liberating more electrons which cause more ionizations� allowing

the original electrons to multiply in an �avalanche� toward the anode� If the counter

is operated in the correct voltage range� there will be enough electrons and ions for a

detectable signal to be used to indicate that a particle crossed the detector volume� The

signal might be proportional to the number of original electrons ionized by the passing

particle� hence the name proportional counter� The condition of proportionality is not

necessary to the operation of the VDCs described here� which have high gain� In these

chambers� timing the electrons� drift to the wires is more important�

Multiwire proportional chambers were �rst developed by Charpak in the ����s� It

had been believed that there was no point in building a detector with more than one

wire in the gas volume� because capacitive coupling would thwart any attempt to �nd

which wires were near the ionizations caused by the particle� However� the electrons

that participate in the avalanche resulted from the ionizations of neutral atoms� thus

positive ions are left behind� Charpak realized that the positive induced signals from

the ions compensate for the capacitive coupling e�ects� Capacitive coupling would

induce a negative charge on neighboring wires� but it would be canceled by the charge

from the positive ions resulting from the avalanche� Thus there is very little signal on

a wire from the avalanche on a neighbor��

The �rst multiwire proportional chambers were horizontal drift chambers 
HDCs��

They used both cathode and anode wires in the gas volume� and the electrons would

drift to the anode wires� The chambers constructed for use at CEBAF are vertical

drift chambers 
VDCs�� They use only anode wires� with cathode planes of gold

coated mylar�

In the experiments done at CEBAF� the products of a scattering event are guided

toward the VDCs by the spectrometer�s dipole magnets� Accurate measurements of

the particle�s trajectory at the spectrometer�s focal plane can be used to reconstruct

important information about the detected particle� such as its momentum and the

�Konrad Kleinknecht� Detectors for Particle Radiation� Cambridge University Press� New York�
����� p� ���
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direction with which it exited the scattering target� One VDC is placed at the focal

plane� and measures accurately the position at which the particle crosses the focal

plane� However� an accurate reconstruction of the particle�s momentum vector at the

target location requires measurement of not only the focal plane position� but also the

particle�s direction when crossing the focal plane� To obtain a precise measurement of

the angle of a track� two chambers must be used� one on top of the other� Comparing

the location at which a particle crosses the �rst detector with the location the particle

crosses the second detector can give the angle with which the particle crossed the two

chambers� CEBAF will use four drift chambers� in two sets of two� When in use� the

particles will be crossing the chamber at an angle of roughly �� degrees�

Chapter two of this thesis includes descriptions of the operation and the gain from

the gas of the chambers� and an equation for the current pulses obtained� Chapter

three containes details of the construction of the chambers� The results of experiments

performed at CEBAF to obtain the chamber eciency are included in chapter four�

as well as a comparison between the gain that should result in the eciency that

was measured� and the gain that should result according to a described model� The

eciency is the number of times a wire gave a suciently large current pulse when a

particle crossed the gas volume close to the wire�

I would like to thank my thesis advisor Prof� William Bertozzi for general ad�

vice� I would especially like to thank postdoctoral researcher Dr� Je� Templon for

frequent and detailed interactions regarding this work� I would like to thank Dr� Bog�

dan Wojtsekhowski� who supervised the data collection at CEBAF� I would also like

to thank Risa Wechsler� who occasionally provided me with data from the Gar�eld

analysis program� I would also like to thank Nilanga Liyanage for supervision during

construction of the VDCs� and general advice�
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Chapter �

Operation

The vertical drift chambers 
VDCs� operate as a series of proportional counters� The

electric �eld in the immediate vicinity of the sense wire follows the pattern of an

electric �eld inside a cylindrical proportional counter� so the gain characteristics of

a proportional counter match those of a VDC when the drifting electrons reach the

avalanche region� Before the avalanche region� the electrons gain so little energy

between collisions that ionizations are e�ectively eliminated and the electrons settle

into a constant drift velocity� When the electron gets close enough to the wire� it

reaches a region where the �eld is stronger� and the electron gains enough energy to

ionize more atoms and an electron multiplication avalanche occurs� as in a proportional

counter�

When a charged particle passes through the chamber� the gas along its track will

be ionized� The electrons resulting from these ionizations follow �eld lines to the

anode wires� as illustrated in �gure ���� The large picture on the left in the �gure

is an illustration of the particle�s path through the gas� and the electric �eld lines

caused by the voltage di�erence and geometry of the cathode planes and anode wires�

The smaller graph in the upper right is a schematic diagram of the larger picture�

with the wire position indicated horizontally and the distance to the track indicated

vertically� This distance is measured perpendicularly to the wire plane and through

each wire� The similar graph at the lower right of the �gure shows the wire position

on the horizontal axis� and the drift times on the vertical axis� Using these times� an
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Figure ���	 Electric Field and Drift Time vs� Position Graphs

estimate of the position at which the particle crossed the chamber can be obtained�

The time will be proportional to the path�s vertical distance 
de�ned above� from that

particular wire� plus a constant o�set to take into account the drift line curvature and

the strong nonlinear region of the �eld near the anode wire� which is where avalanche

multiplication takes place� The information of the drift times can be used to accurately

determine where the particle crossed the plane of the wire�

Noble gases are used in the gas mixture because they are favorable in the formation

of an avalanche� compared to polyatomic gases� Argon is commonly used because it

is cheaper than Xenon and Krypton� However� when noble gases are used� care must

be taken because it is easy to send the chamber into the sort of continuous discharge

that is associated with Geiger counters� The noble gas atoms can become excited or

ionized� If they are excited� they can emit a photon when returning to a normal state�

This photon will generally have an energy that is higher than the ionization potential

of the cathode� so it could cause extraneous electrons to be released from the cathode

and produce false avalanches� If the noble gas atoms are ionized� the ions then proceed

to the cathode and extract the electron� There is extra energy left over� and another

electron is extracted� or a photon is emitted� These processes could lead to a delayed
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false avalanche��

To quench extra electrons and avoid spurious avalanches� a gas with polyatomic

molecules� often with more than four atoms� is added to the gas mixture� These atoms

have a lot of vibrational and rotational energy states� and thus can absorb extra energy

and dissipate it through collisions and dissociation� The eciency of this quenching

process generally increases with an increase in the number of atoms in the molecule��

Small amounts of electronegative gas can be added to the mixture to capture free

electrons and avoid false avalanches� Such gases include freons or ethyl bromide��

The products of the dissociation� and recombination� of the molecules in the

quenching can cause problems� The gas is �owed continuously� so gaseous products

will eventually leave the chamber� but some of the products are liquid and solid� and

they can deposit inside the chamber� causing �eld irregularities� Alcohol is bubbled

into the gas to inhibit the formation of these deposits�

The ionizations of the avalanche occur about once each time an electron gains

enough energy for ionization� A convenient quantity to de�ne is called the �rst Town�

send coecient� labeled �� This coecient is equal to the reciprocal of the mean free

path between ionizing events� and is therefore the average number of ionization per

unit length traversed by an ionizing drift electron�

As the electrons travel a distance dx� �dx ionizations will occur� each liberating

an additional electron� Thus the increase in the number of electrons will be

dn � n�dx 
����

integrating the above equation gives

n � n�e
�x 
����

�F� Sauli� Principles of Operation of Multiwire Proportional and Drift Chambers� CERN report
��	
�� Geneve� Switzerland� � May ����� pp� ��	��

�F� Sauli� Principles of Operation of Multiwire Proportional and Drift Chambers� CERN report
��	
�� Geneve� Switzerland� � May ����� pp� ��	��

�F� Sauli� Principles of Operation of Multiwire Proportional and Drift Chambers� CERN report
��	
�� Geneve� Switzerland� � May ����� pp� ��	��
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If n�n� is de�ned as a constant M called the multiplication factor� then�

M � e�x 
����

However� for larger gains� it becomes necessary to recognize the E dependence of �


and hence the x dependence of ��� thus the multiplication factor becomes

M � exp�
Z x�

x�

�
x�dx� 
����

As the electrons arrive at the anode wires� the positive ions are moving away from

the anode� Their velocity depends on the mobility of the ions and the �eld� So

W� �
dr

dt
� ��E � ��

C�V�
����r

� 
����

assuming C� is the appropriate capacitance for the detector� V� is the relative voltage

of the anode� W� is the ion drift velocity� �� is the ion mobility� t is time� r is the

distance from the center of the anode� and the avalanche occurs very close to the wire

where the electric �eld is proportional to ��r� The �nal asumption is justi�ed because

the �rst Townsend coecient is only about ��cm at about ����m from the center of

the anode wire when the cathode voltage is set to its highest level in this experiment�

The distance of the ions from the center of the anode is� as a function of t�

Z r

a
rdr �

r� � a�

�
�
Z t

�

��
C�V�
����

dt 
����

r
t� � �a� � ��
C�V�
���

t�
�

� � a�� �
t

t�
�
�

� 
����

assuming a is the radius of the anode� and de�ning t�� a characteristic time� as	

t� �
���a

�

C�V���

����

�F� Sauli� Principles of Operation of Multiwire Proportional and Drift Chambers� CERN report
��	
�� Geneve� Switzerland� � May ����� p� ��
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The potential di�erence between the drifting electrons and positive ions will be

�V � � Q

����l
ln
r�
r�


����

Where Q is the charge� r� is the distance from the center of the anode to the positive

ions� and r� is the distance from the center of the anode to the electrons� 
r� can

be taken to be equal to a�� Combining the above two equations gives the potential

di�erence between the ions and the electrons on the anode wire�

V 
t� � � Q

����l
ln
r
t�

a
� � Q

����l
ln�� �

t

t�
� 
�����

The voltage between the anode and cathode is held constant by the high voltage source�

so charge �ows into the anode wire to compensate for the voltage di�erence resulting

from the outward drifting ions� This charge is given by	

q
t� � �C�lV 
t� 
�����

Where C� is the appropriate capacitance per unit length for the chamber geometry�

and l is the length� The capacitance per unit length is given by	�

C� �
����

ln
�h
s
�� ln
��a

s
�


�����

Where s is the horizontal spacing between wires� and h is the distance between the

wire plane and the high voltage cathode plane� Substituting gives�

q
t� � � Q

��ln
�h
s
�� ln
��a

s
��
ln�� �

t

t�
� 
�����

�F� Sauli� Principles of Operation of Multiwire Proportional and Drift Chambers� CERN report
��	
�� Geneve� Switzerland� � May ����� p� ��
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Di�erentiating the above with respect to time gives the current for the output signal��

I
t� � � Q

�t��ln

�h

s
�� ln
��a

s
��
�

�

� � t

t�

� 
�����

This current is of crucial importance� If the maximum current� or current at t � t��

is below a certain thershold level� the pulse will not be detected� This fact is used in

chapter �� section ��

�This equation and many of the steps leading to it are from R� Gilmore� Single Particle Detection
and Measurement� Taylor and Francis� Washington� DC� ����� pp� ��	���
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Chapter �

Construction

��� Introduction

The chambers needed to be constructed according to several constraints� The VDCs

must have wires which are parallel and evenly placed� and an elaborate procedure was

used to insure that this constraint was met� The tension of the wires is also critical

and must be well regulated� The cathode planes had to be very �at with uniform

spacing� so the electric �eld follows the same pattern everywhere� Also� the chamber

has to be air tight to preserve the purity of the gas inside� and it must be strong

enough to handle its own weight�

The chambers were constructed by placing anode wires in a frame� making gold

plated mylar high voltage windows for the cathode planes� and making gas containment

windows from aluminummylar� The frames and windows were then placed in a larger

gas containment box�

��� Wire placement and tension

The anode wires were made of tungsten and coated with gold� and �� �m in diameter�

An elaborate procedure was used to insure that the wires are spaced uniformly and

the tension on them is correct� The spacing is critical because the location of each

wire needs to be known to �nd the position as in �gure ���� The tension must be great
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Figure ���	 A Prepared Wire

enough to keep the wires in the same plane� If the wires are not suciently taunt�

they could �nd an alternate equilibrium in which the wires are alternately spaced up

and down� instead of being straight and in the same plane� The tension in the wires

in these VDCs is ���� Newtons�

To prepare the wires for placement in the chamber� they were inserted in a small

tube with a hole with a diameter of ��� �m� The tube was then crimped� thus holding

the wire in place� A washer and a spring were added to the wire� The wire was

threaded through the washer� so the washer fell far enough along the wire to reach the

tube� and the place where the tube was crimped� The wire is then threaded through

a spring� which is held in place by the washer� The wire thus prepared is shown

schematically in �gure ���� A �exible guiding tube was added to the wire to help

install the washer and spring� and to eventually help guide the wire when placing it

in the frame�

The wire is then threaded into a mounting tube glued to the frame� There is a

mounting tube on one side of the frame into which the wire is initially inserted� and

another mounting tube on the other side where the other end of the wire must be

placed� After the wire is threaded through the second side� it is threaded through

another of the small tubes with a ���� hole� onto which a washer has previously been
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Figure ���	 Wires Placed in Frame

threaded� At this point the wire is represented by the incompletely strung slack wire

in �gure ����

The small tube is then placed inside the larger mounting tube attached to the

frame� A block is used on the other side of the frame to push the crimped tube on

that end of the wire inward by a constant length for every wire� slightly compressing

the spring� At this point� a weight is attached to the end of the wire� so the wires have

a constant regulated tension� 
see �gures ���� and ����

The wire is then crimped inside the smaller tube� with the weight and pulley system

holding it in place with the constant tension� The excess wire is then cut away� as

in �gure ���� and the block is removed from the other side of the frame� If the end

with the spring which was compressed by the block moved too far after the block was

removed� the wire was improperly crimped and had to be rejected and replaced with

another wire� This process had to be repeated hundreds of times for each frame� once

for each wire� There are two of these wire frames in each chamber� The wires in a

single frame are parallel to one another and at an angle of �� degrees to the edge of
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Figure ���	 Wire Is Cut
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Figure ���	 Orientation of Wires and Frames

the frame itself� 
�gure ��� was drawn with the wires perpendicular to the edge of the

frame for simplicity� the angles in �gure ��� are more accurate� The wires in the two

frames were o�set by �� degrees� in other words� compared to the edge of the chamber�

one frame had wires which made an angle of �� degrees with the chamber�s edge� while

the wires in the other frame made an angle of ��� degrees with the chamber�s edge if

one is using a common reference� See �gure ����

The wire frames included printed circuit 
PC� boards� and small jumpers were

used to make the connections between the circuit boards and one end of each wire�

the end without the spring� The PC boards included conductive strips which made an

electrical connection with the anode wires and connectors for the ampli�er cards� which

were further away from the frame itself� See �gure ���� The ampli�er�discriminator

cards amplify the signals from the wires� If the ampli�ed signal is large enough to

overcome a set threshold level� then a logic pulse is emitted� The logic pulse is delayed

by a constant time for each wire� so relative timing accuracy is maintained�
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Figure ���	 Wires Connected to Printed Circuit Boards

��� Gas and high voltage cathode planes� and overall

assembly

The gas and high voltage planes were constructed as follows� A sheet of metallized

mylar foil� ������� inches thick� was placed in a special stretching frame which allowed

the mylar foil to be stretched until it was taunt and smooth� The frame which holds

this foil 
the �window frame � was coated with a special glue 
designed� like all VDC

components� to minimize gas leakage� and placed on a table face up� The mylar 
still

on the stretcher frame� was placed on top of the glue�coated surface of the window

frame� A spare window frame was placed on top of this assembly� and weights were

distributed along this spare frame� ensuring that the mylar was �rmly pressed against

the glue� The entire assembly was left this way for about �� hours to allow the glue

to completely dry� Afterwards the excess mylar could be cut away from the chamber

frame� leaving only the mylar that is stuck to the frame with the glue� and the mylar

which is inside the frame� See �gure ����

The planes and wire frames were then assembled� with the wire frames surrounding
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Figure ���	 High Voltage and Gas Plane Preparation

the middle high voltage plane� which is a mylar plane with both sides coated with

gold� Two outer mylar high voltage planes� with only the inner side coated with gold�

surrounded the wire frames� The aluminized�mylar gas�containment windows are on

the outside of the wires and high voltage planes� The whole assembly is positioned

in a larger gas containment frame� See �gure ���� The PC boards extend outward

so the electrical connections to the anode wires are accessible� and there are inlets

and outlets on the large gas containment box for the high voltage connection to the

cathode planes and the gas� The frames include holes which are placed on alternating

ends of the various individual frames� This placement forces gas to �ow through all

sections of the chamber�
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Chapter �

Experiment

��� Setup

The measurements performed here involved using two VDC packages of crossed wires�

one on top of the other� as they will be used permanently� Scintillation detectors were

placed above and below the chambers� as in �gure ���� The scintillation detectors

were optically connected to two photomultiplier tubes� The scintillation detector gives

o� a �ash of light as a particle passes through it� and the photomultiplier tubes then

convert it into an electrical pulse� There were two photomultplier tubes attached to

each of the two scintillation detectors� to make four in all� In order for the electronics

to be triggered� a certain number of the photomultplier tubes had to give a pulse� The

number was either three or four� with some data �les taken with each setting� For all

data �les� the gas �owing through the chamber was ��� ethane� ��� argon�

The scintillator signal was used as both a trigger and a common stop� After the

signal was used as a trigger� it was sent through a delay cable� This delayed signal

marked the end time point for a set of time�to�digital converters 
TDCs�� If accurate

measurement of drift times are required� it is necessary to record the times at which

the individual photomultplier tubes gave signals� but such measures are not necessary

for the measurement of eciency�

The TDCs change the time di�erence between a pair of signals into a number that is

proportional to the time di�erence� The time di�erence here is the di�erence between
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Figure ���	 Experimental Setup

the time of the wire pulse and the time of the common stop from the scintillator signal�

The wires were connected to the TDCs with �at ECL cables� The fact that the signal

was delayed and used as a stop means that the longer times in the TDC signify earlier

pulses from the wires� These times were then given via a data acquisition system to

an analysis program�

��� E�ciency Calculation

The program also recorded which wires gave pulses in a given event� It had an

algorithm to discover when a wire was supposed to �re but did not� indicating an

ineciency� It examined situations in which two wires �red� and there was an addi�

tional wire between them� If the wire in between �red� it was counted as a time in

which the wire behaved eciently� and when the wire in between did not �re� it was

counted as a time the wire behaved ineciently� The eciency is then the number of

times the wire was ecient divided by the sum of the times the wire was inecient
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efficient counts = 0
inefficient counts = 1

inefficient counts = 1

efficient counts = 2
inefficient counts = 0

efficient counts = 2

efficient counts = 1
inefficient counts = 0

efficient counts = 1
inefficient counts = 2

efficient counts = 0
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Figure ���	 Eciency Algorithm � Sets of wires are shown as rows of circles� Empty
circles represent wires that give no pulse� and circles with lines in them represent
wires which give a pulse� The results of the algorithm are given below the row of
circles�

and the number of times it was ecient� Figure ��� illustrates several sets of wires

and what the algorithm would output for each situation�

A global eciency for the entire chamber can be found by adding all of the ecient

counts for all wires� and dividing the sum by the total of all the counts on all wires

both ecient and inecient� If � represents the total number of times any wire in

the chamber was ecient for the duration of a data taking run� and 	 represents the

number of times that any wire in the chamber is found to be inecient during the data

run� then

� �
�

�� 	

����

Where � is the total chamber eciency� For cases in which the eciency is high�

the uncertainty can be intuitively seen by approximating the occurance of inecient

counts as a poisson process� This would make the uncertainty in the eciency


� �

p
	

� � 	

����

However� when the eciency is too low� the binomial treatment must be used� For
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a binomial distribution� when p is the probability of success in a trial� and n is the

number of trials� then the uncertainty in the number of successes is given by	�

q
np
� � p� 
����

In this case� n � �� 	� and p � �

���
� so

sucesses �

s

�� 	�

�

�� 	

� � �

�� 	
� 
����

simplifying the above yields� s
�
�� �

�� 	
� 
����

The result is not the uncertainty in the eciency itself� but rather the uncertainty in

the number of successes� or ecient counts� This must be divided by the total number

of counts to obtain the uncertainty in the eciency� Thus�


Eff �

q
�
�� �

���
�

�� 	

����

also�


Eff �

q
�
���

���
� �

���
�

�� 	
�

q
�
 �

���
�

�� 	
�

q
	
 �

���
�

� � 	

����

Taking the limit of a piece of the numerator in the last expression gives	

lim
�

�
��

�

� � 	
� � 
����

Substituting gives�

lim
�

�
��

q
	
 �

���
�

�� 	
�

p
	

�� 	

����

Which is the same as the uncertainty in the eciency found for high values of eciency

when inecient counts are assumed to be a poisson process�

�R� Bevington� Data Reduction and Error Analysis for the Physical Sciences� McGraw	Hill� New
York� NY� ����� p� �
�
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Some of the experimental results were put into the form of graphs giving the

eciency as a function of high voltage� with the threshold held constant� and the

scintillators in the same position� Other graphs include data taken with the same

threshold voltage� and di�erent high voltage settings� with the scintillator position

�xed as before� Generally� an eciency plateau of ��� was reached when the threshold

voltage on the cards was set to ��� V and the high voltage on the planes was ��� kV

or greater� The plateau was reached at ��� kV or greater on the high voltage planes

when the threshold level was set to ��� V� However� there are some lower eciency

measurements with those conditions� This was likely due to changes in the scintillator

positions� as explained in appendix B�

The graphs are as follows	
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��� The Multiplication Factor

Given a model for the avalanche process� the measured eciency values can be used

to deduce the current that was carried in the average wire pulse� From this current an

estimate of the multiplication factor can be found� after manipulating equation ����

into giving Q as a function of I� This multiplication factor can then be compared to

the multiplication factor found from equation ���� However there are factors which

cause discrepancies between the two�

According to Gar�eld� a chamber analysis program� the Townsend coecient � for

the gas mixture used in this experiment 
��� argon ��� ethane� is given as a function

of electric �eld by the following table 
For lower values of the �eld� � is zero because

the electrons do not gain enough energy between collisions to cause ionizations��	�

�Computer Program GARFIELD� R� Veenhof�
http���consult�cern�ch�writenp�gar�eld�main�html
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E��eld 
V�cm� � 
��cm�

����� ��������

����� �������

����� �������

����� �������

����� �������

����� �������

����� �������

������ �������

������ �������

������ �������

������ �������

To give an idea of the distances involved	 For a high voltage setting of ���� V�

the distance from the center of the anode where the �eld is ����� V�cm is ���� �m�

For the same voltage setting� the distance from the center of the anode where the �eld

is ����� V is ��� �m� For a lower setting of ���� V� the distance corresponding to

����� V�cm is ���� �m� and the distance corresponding to ����� V is ��� �m� These

distances were calculated using equation ���� below�

The Gar�eld analysis program gave the value for the electric �eld at the radius of

the wire as being near ������ V�cm�� Noting the fact that E is inversely proportional

to the distance from the center of the wire then gives	

E � 
������V�cm�
����cm

r

�����

Where r is the distance from the center of the anode wire in cm� and ���� cm is the

�Computer Program GARFIELD� R� Veenhof�
http���consult�cern�ch�writenp�gar�eld�main�html
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anode wire radius� Using this equation� one can �nd r
E�	

r �
���V

E

�����

where the electric �eld E is in V�cm� Therefore� one can �nd the r values which

correspond to the various E �eld values found in the above table� and thus approximate

� as a function of r� This approximate expression can then be used in the integral

in equation ���� With the completion of this integral� the multiplication factor can be

calculated� Using the data above� and assuming that the electric �eld at the radius of

the anode wire is proportional to the high voltage applied to the cathode planes� similar

calculations can be performed for each chamber voltage� Results of those calculations

are as follows	

high voltage integral Mult� factor

���� ������ �����e�

���� ������ �����e�

���� ������ �����e�

���� ������ �����e�

���� ������ �����e�

���� ����� �����e�

���� ����� �����e�

The next method of �nding the multiplication factor uses the eciency data� It

involves the distribution of pulse heights� for the current in the pulses from the anode

wires� When an expression for the probability distribution for the pulse height of the

current is found� it can be integrated from zero to the minimum height required to

trigger the threshold voltage of the card� This current height can be converted into

the units of threshold voltage by noting that a current of ��A is needed to overcome a

threshold voltage of one volt applied to the cards� and the currents needed to overcome

��



other voltages are proportional to the threshold voltage� The pulse height� or maximum

current in an individual pulse� is the current of intrest because that is the value which

must be large enough overcome the threshold� The pulse height is the current when

t � � in equation �����

The multiplication is given by the Furry Distribution� which can be approximated

in the limit of large M by	�

P 
m� �
�

M
exp 


�m
M

� 
�����

where P 
m� is the probability of a given avalanche yielding m electrons from a single

primary electron� M is the mean number of electrons resulting from one primary

electron� in other words M is the multiplication factor� The equation can be integrated

to yield the probability that a given avalanche will not multiply beyond a certain

critical number of electrons� mc�

P 
m � mc� �
Z mc

�

�

M
exp 


�m
M

�dm � exp 

�m
M

�j�mc
� � � exp

�mc

M

�����

thus�
�mc

M
� ln
�� P 
M � Mc�� 
�����

The eciency is simply �� P 
M �Mc�� so

�mc

M
� ln � 
�����

where � is the eciency� Rearranging yields

M �
�mc

ln �

�����

The eciency has been measured� and mc can be found from the threshold voltage

with the aid of a few more equations�

�R� Gilmore� Single Particle Detection and Measurement� Taylor and Francis� Washington� DC�
����� p� ���
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Rearranging ���� to yield charge as a function of current� the charge corresponding

to the current pulse which is the minimum needed to overcome the threshold can be

found� given the minimum necessary current pulse� The height of this minimum

current pulse can be found from the threshold voltage setting and the conversion	

I � Vth
��A�V � 
�����

Rearranging ���� yields�

Q � I�t��ln

�h

s
�� ln


��a

s
���� �

t

t�
� 
�����

Dividing the charge from the last equation by the factor ������e � ��Coul�e� will

yield mc� Thus the quantities on the right side of equation ���� are known� and the

multplication factor can be found�

The above calculations can be done to �nd a multiplication factor for each high

voltage setting� The data was searched in order to �nd the most ecient planes with

each of the seven high voltage settings represented in the data �les� The results are

in the following table� with � representing the eciency� Ic representing the minimum

current pulse height necessary to overcome the thershold 
in Amperes��mc represent�

ing the minimum number of electrons needed in the avalanche for the pulse to reach

Ic� The resultant number of electrons in the entire avalance is represented by M ��

hv
V � Vth � Ic mc M �

���� ��� ���� �e�� �����e� �����e�

���� ��� ��� �e�� �����e� �����e�

���� ��� ������ �e�� �����e� �����e�

���� ��� ������ �e�� �����e� �����e�

���� ��� ������ �e�� �����e� �����e�

���� ��� ������ �e�� �����e� �����e�

���� ��� ������ �e�� �����e� �����e�
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When using equation ����� the mobility is needed in the equation for t�� The

program Gar�eld gave the mobility for argon ions in a gas of ��� argon and ���

ethane to be ��� cm��
Vsec�� The program also gave the mobility for a gas of ���

argon and ��� ethane as ��� cm��
Vsec��� The value used in the equation was ����

because the gas mixture used in the experiment is ��� argon and ��� ethane� The

capacitance per unit length is also needed to �nd t�� and to �nd this capacitance using

equation ����� the distance between the cathode and anode 
h� is needed� as well as

the horizontal wire spacing 
s�� and the anode radius 
a�� The anode radius is ����cm�

the anode�cathode distance is ��mm� and the interwire spacing is ����mm�

The picture above is oversimpli�ed� since it assumes that only one primary elec�

tron is responsible for the detected signal� However� the electrons from more than

one ionization event contribute to the total avalanche signal� The Gar�eld chamber

simulation program predicts an average of �� primary electrons per cm of distance

covered by the particle�� The path length of an incident particle over a single drift cell


a drift cell being de�ned as the volume in which all electrons drift towards the same

wire� can be calculated as follows	 The sense wires are ����mm apart� and they make

an angle of �� degrees with the lengthwise edge of the chamber� so if the particles

cross the chamber at roughly �� degree angles� there will be about �� times ���� times

two factors of
p
�� or about �� ionization events per track in each drift cell� Further�

more� each primary ionization event can result in a cluster of several drift electrons

being liberated� if the energy transfer in the collision is large enough� The number of

electrons in this cluster is given by a probability distribution with a mean of about

����	 Convolving these distributions 
clusters per drift cell and electrons per cluster�

will result in an average of roughly �� electrons per track per drift cell� which are

available for creating avalanches�

It is not� however� correct to simply assume that we must multiply all the signal

�Computer Program GARFIELD� R� Veenhof�
http���consult�cern�ch�writenp�gar�eld�main�html

�Computer Program GARFIELD� R� Veenhof�
http���consult�cern�ch�writenp�gar�eld�main�html

�Computer Program GARFIELD� R� Veenhof�
http���consult�cern�ch�writenp�gar�eld�main�html
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sizes by �� in order to account for this phenomenon� First� it is important to remember

that this factor of �� is the mean of a complex distribution� Also� these various drifting

electrons will not all reach the anode wire at the same time� since they are created in

various regions in the drift cell� If electrons from any two clusters form avalanches

which reach the anode wire with enough of a time di�erence� the detection electronics

will not see these current bursts as a large single current pulse! it will see two smaller

current bursts� and the threshold may not be overcome whereas it would be if the

pulses were closer together in time�

There is another e�ect of possible importance in the eciency calculations� For

large enough gains 
���"��� and above� dependent on the details of the chamber geo�

metry and ion mobilities�� the electric �eld near the wire may be altered by the pres�

ence of large numbers of positive ions near the wire after an avalanche� If this e�ect is

present� the multplication factor for later avalanches 
for a given track thru the cell�

will be lower than for the earlier avalanches� This phenomenon is very complex and

is beyond the scope of this thesis! even the Gar�eld program does not account for this

e�ect in its simulations�

Each of the above e�ects have some degree of in�uence on making correct compu�

tations of the quantities in the above table� Thus the results presented there� which

are not corrected for these e�ects� should be regarded with proper caution�
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Appendix A

Tabulation of Results

Below is a tabulation of results� and a description of data �le irregularities� The �rst

column is the data �le number� indicating the sequence in which the �les were taken�

The next entry is the high voltage setting under which that data �le was taken 
HV

in kV�� and the next entry is the threshold voltage to the ampli�er cards 
Th in V��

The next number is the wire plane� The entries in the �fth and sixth colums are the

total number of inecient counts 
	� and ecient counts 
��� respectively� The next

column includes the eciency measured 
�� and the �nal column is the uncertainty in

the eciency 

�� given by equation ����
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The irregularities in the data �les are as follows	

� The scintillator positions were changed after �les ��� ��� and �� were taken� so
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there are double lines in the table marking such a change�

� The high voltage power supply that was used to maintain the negative high

voltage on the cathode planes has a safety feature which causes it to trip if the current

becomes too high� The top chamber tripped as �les ��� ��� ��� ��� and �� were being

taken�

� After �le �� was taken� it was discovered that one of the photomultiplier tubes

above the top chamber was bad� Before the next �le was taken� that PMT tube was

removed� Before �le �� was taken� this PMT tube was replaced� and the scintillation

detector above the top chamber was replaced with a much broader one�

� The threshold level drifted slightly as �les �� and �� were being taken�

� After �le �� was taken� it was discovered that the power level to the cards was

slightly altered� This may have a�ected the previous few �les�

� File �� and �� were taken under the same conditions because the data collection

system stopped when �le �� was being taken� File �� is therefore the more trustworthy

�le� and the results of �le �� are not included in the graphs in chapter ��

� File �� was started� and then the author left the room to return later� The

threshold on the cards had drifted� but only slightly 
a few hundredths of a Volt��

The eciency measured increases with increasing plane number� in a way that is not

found in the other �les�

� When �le �� was being taken� the data collection system stopped� as in �le ���

� For �le ��� the number of photomultiplier tubes that had to yield pulses in order

for the system to be triggered was increased from three to four� It was three for every

other �le�
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Appendix B

Variations in data with plane number

As can be seen in Appendix A� the data varies with plane number� There are di�erent

numbers of total hits on di�erent wire planes in the same �le� and the eciency is also

di�erent for the various planes�

For the �les with the �rst scintillator position� planes one and three have a larger

number of counts� and plane four has the smallest� The eciencies generally match

this pattern� with planes one and three having the highest eciency and plane four

having the lowest� A view of the setup with the �rst scintillator position is shown in

�gure B���

It can be seen from �gure B�� that the wires of plane one and three are oriented so

that fewer wires are hit during an event� and the particle track will cross more of the

detection volume for a single wire� The increase in the wire�s detection volume crossed

will increase the eciency� because the number of initial ionizations will increase� This

is consistent with the eciency measurements observed�

The decrease in wires hit per particle will not decrease the number of total events�

it will actually increase it� The analysis routine has a cuto� maximum of nine hits	 If

an event has more than nine hits� the routine will not count it or analyze it� because

it may be noise� Therefore some events on planes one and three will correspond to

events which are not counted on planes two and four� because more wires were hit on

planes two and four� This is also consistent with what was measured�

Plane four has a lower number of counts than plane three� but the scintillator
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Figure B��	 Scale Diagram of First Scintillator Position

bottom chamber extends beyond top, slightly off-set

bottom scintillation detector wires of top chamber

top scintillation detector
orientation
of wires in planes
two and four

one and three

orientation of
wires in planes

side view of above

Figure B��	 Schematic Diagram of the Positions of the Scintillators Along the Other
Dimensions
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Figure B��	 Scale Diagram of the Second Scintillator Position

on the bottom� which is near plane four� is also a little further from the detection

volume than the scintillator on top� which is near plane two� The scintillator under

the chambers is not very much further away in the dimension shown in �gure B���

which is along the chamber width� However� the scintillator could be too far away in

the other dimension� corresponding to the length of the chamber� In other words� the

bottom scintillator could be too far to the right in �gure B��� The eciency for plane

four is also lower� If the scintillator below plane four is a little further away� the edge

of the wire plane will be closer to the center of the space in which detected particles

will pass� thus more particles will pass through the edge of plane four than the edge of

plane two� This may lower the eciency for plane four� Unfortunately� the positions

of the scintillators in the dimension corresponding to the length of the chamber were

not accurately measured�

For the �les with the second scintillator position� planes one and three have the

most counts� and planes four and two have the least� This is to be expected from the

orientation of the wires in each frame� as above� The setup of the scintillators is shown

in �gure B��� The top two wire planes have less area between the scintillators than
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Figure B��	 Scale Diagram of the Second Scintillator Position

the bottom two� so plane four should have more counts than plane two and plane three

should have more counts than plane one� Plane three did in fact have more counts

than plane one� but plane four did not consistently have more counts than plane two�

However� this could be explained if the bottom scintillator is too far to the right in

�gure B��� as explained above�

The next set of �les� corresponding to the third scintillator position� the top two

planes show higher counts and lower eciency than the bottom two� This could not

be explained by the scitillator positions 
�gure B���� but it was discovered that there

was a bad PMT tube above the top chamber� it was replaced between the collection

of �les �� and ��� and the top scintillator was replaced as well� The PMT could have

been damaged when the scintillators were moved from the second position to the third�
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